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Heroin abuse accelerates biological aging: a novel
insight from telomerase and brain imaging interaction
GLF Cheng1,2,3, H Zeng4,5, M-K Leung1,2, H-J Zhang1,2, BWM Lau6, Y-P Liu7, G-X Liu4, PC Sham8,9, CCH Chan10, K-F So6,9,11
and TMC Lee1,2,3,9

Heroin abuse and natural aging exert common influences on immunological cell functioning. This observation led to a recent and
untested idea that aging may be accelerated in abusers of heroin. We examined this claim by testing whether heroin use is
associated with premature aging at both cellular and brain system levels. A group of abstinent heroin users (n ¼ 33) and matched
healthy controls (n ¼ 30) were recruited and measured on various biological indicators of aging. These measures included
peripheral blood telomerase activity, which reflects cellular aging, and both structural and functional measures of brain magnetic
resonance imaging. We found that heroin users were characterized by significantly low telomerase activity (0.21 vs 1.78; 88%
reduction; t(61) ¼ 6.96, Po0.001; 95% confidence interval ¼ 1.12–2.02), which interacted with heroin use to affect the structural
integrity of gray and white matter of the prefrontal cortex (PFC; AlphaSim corrected Po0.05), a key brain region implicated in
aging. Using the PFC location identified from the structural analyses as a ‘seed’ region, it was further revealed that telomerase
activity interacted with heroin use to impact age-sensitive brain functional networks (AlphaSim corrected Po0.05), which
correlated with behavioral performance on executive functioning, memory and attentional control (Pearson correlation, all
Po0.05). To our knowledge, this study is the first to attempt a direct integration of peripheral molecular, brain system and
behavioral measures in the context of substance abuse. The present finding that heroin abuse is associated with accelerated
aging at both cellular and brain system levels is novel and forms a unique contribution to our knowledge in how the biological
processes of drug abusers may be disrupted.
Translational Psychiatry (2013) 3, e260; doi:10.1038/tp.2013.36; published online 21 May 2013

Introduction
Heroin abuse is crippling to both society and individual
abusers. One of the many adverse effects of heroin on
individuals’ biopsychosocial functioning is in immunological
cell functioning.1,2 It is therefore no surprise that immunological conditions such as liver and heart diseases ranked
second and third (after unintentional accidents) as the causes
of heroin-related mortality,3 the prevalence of which is
substantially higher than the general population.3–6 Incidentally, altered immune processes are hallmarks to natural
aging, as indicated by various biochemical changes as a
result of aging.7 Owing to such parallels between the impact of
heroin abuse and aging have on immunological processes, an
intriguing hypothesis that heroin abuse accelerates aging has
been suggested.8 Despite so, the present study is the first to
report an attempt to explore the association between heroin
abuse and biological aging, measured at both molecular and
brain system levels.

Biomarkers of cellular aging include telomeres and
telomerase activity,9,10 which have referred to as ‘psychobiomarkers’ of aging due to their association with stress.11
Telomeres are chromatin structures at the ends of chromosomes that shorten as cells divide because the method of
replication is incomplete (‘the end replication problem’). To
compensate for this telomere shortening, the enzyme
telomerase is recruited to elongate telomeres in order to
prevent cell senescence and apoptosis.12 Telomerase
activity is therefore an important index of cellular age,
confirmed by previous studies that demonstrated an association between telomerase activity and aging, aging-related
diseases and mortality.9,13 It was also reported that various
mental states, including stress,14,15 depressed mood,16
schizophrenia17 and meditation,18 could have detrimental or
beneficial effects on telomerase activity. Whether substance
abuse, specifically heroin abuse, impacts telomerase activity
remains an unexplored question.
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Another outstanding question that remains to be explored is
whether heroin abuse accelerates aging at the brain system
level. It is well documented that the prefrontal cortex (PFC)
and medial temporal lobe (MTL) are the two brain areas most
implicated in the aging process.19–21 Using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), it has been shown that both the
structural and functional integrity of the PFC are profoundly
affected by the aging process.22–24 Moreover, the impact on
the PFC correlates with a decline in higher cognitive
abilities.25 On the other hand, hippocampal degeneration
due to old age and age-related diseases (for example,
dementia) is associated with marked impairment of memory
functions.26 In a parallel line of studies, both PFC and MTL
structure27–30 and function31–34 were found to show deficits
in relation to heroin abuse. Abnormality in the brains of
heroin abusers likely mediates deficits in various cognitive
domains such as decision making,35 impulse control36,37 and
memory.38 In sum, separate studies converge to suggest that
both aging and heroin abuse affect the structural and
functional integrity of the PFC and the MTL, and such effects
on the brain reflect cognitive impairment. However, it remains
untested whether and to what extent aging and heroin abuse
interact to impact similar brain systems.
To this end, the present study sought to investigate the
impact that heroin abuse may have on telomerase activity and
MRI brain measures, which included both structural (volumetric) and functional (resting-state connectivity) indices.
Specifically, we examined group differences (heroin users vs
healthy controls) in telomerase activity and tested for groupby-telomerase activity interactions in both structural and
functional measures of the brain. It was hypothesized that:
(1) heroin users would show a deficiency in telomerase
activity as measured from peripheral blood; (2) there are
interactions between telomerase activity and heroin abuse at
the brain system level; and (3) such interactions would occur
in brain areas implicated in aging, namely the PFC and the
MTL. In addition, we sought to identify the behavioral
relevance of significant functional brain regions by correlating
these regions’ signals with behavioral performance on a set of
cognitive tasks that are known to relate to heroin abuse and/or
aging.

were history of neurological disorder, psychiatric disorder other
than substance-related disorder, contraindication for MRI
scanning and history of substance use for the control group.
All participants completed the Raven’s Progressive
Matrices40 to ensure matching between the heroin users
and the healthy controls on intelligence. The affective status of
the participants was also measured, using the Hospital
Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS).41,42 See Table 1 for
comparison in demographic variables of heroin users and the
controls, and also the heroin users’ drug abuse records.
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board
of the University of Hong Kong and the Hospital Authority
(Hong Kong West Cluster), and conducted according to the
Declaration of Helsinki.

Materials and methods

Telomerase activity assay. Peripheral blood was collected
in EDTA containing tubes. Telomerase activity was measured according to the telomeric repeat amplification protocol, in line with some previous studies.43,44 Collected blood
samples were centrifuged at 3000 g at 4 1C for 10 min. Ten
microliter of mononuclear layer of cells was extracted and
resuspended in 200 ml of lysis buffer, which was followed by
incubation on ice for 30 min. The lysate was then centrifuged
at 16 000 g for 20 min and the supernatant was used for the
quantification of telomerase activity using Telo TAGGG
Telomerase PCR ELISA kit (Roche Molecular Biochemicals,
Basal, Switzerland) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
The centrifuged lysates were added into the reaction buffer to
allow the addition of telomeric repeats (TTAGGG) to the
biotin-labeled primers by the telomerase in the samples.
Then the elongated products were amplified by PCR. After
PCR, an aliquot of the PCR product was denatured and
hybridized to a digoxigenin-labeled, telomeric repeat-specific
detection probe. The resulting product was immobilized to a
streptavidin-coated microplate. The detection probe and the
hybridization conditions have been optimized for obtaining
the highest specificity and sensitivity. The immobilized PCR
product was then detected with an antibody against
digoxigenin (anti-digoxigenin-POD) that is conjugated to
peroxidase. Finally, the probe was visualized by virtue of
peroxidase metabolizing tetramethylbenzidine to form a
colored reaction product. Telomerase activity values were
normalized to the positive control included in the ELISA kit.

Participants. Participants included in this study were 33
abstinent heroin users and 30 healthy controls without a
history of substance abuse. All were males and right-handed.
Heroin users were recruited from two male drug rehabilitation
centers. In order to avoid medication effects, only heroin
users who were not receiving replacement treatment, such
as methadone maintenance therapy, were included in this
study. All drug users in this study were diagnosed with heroin
abuse or dependence based on structured clinical interviews.39 As poly-drug use is the rule rather than the
exception, it is difficult to recruit drug abusers whose drug
of abuse was exclusively heroin. Therefore, the heroin users
were defined as those who reported using heroin for over
50% of their overall drug use. The healthy controls were
recruited through advertisement in the local communities.
Exclusion criteria for both the heroin users and the controls

Structural MRI preprocessing and analysis. MRI was
performed using a 3T GE Signa Propeller HD MR scanner
(GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA) equipped with a
standard whole-head coil. High-resolution whole-brain
volume T1-weight structural images were acquired with the
three-dimensional fast spoiled gradient-echo sequence, with
the following parameters: repetition time ¼ 9.5 ms; echo
time ¼ 3.9 ms; inversion time ¼ 450 ms; flip angle ¼ 20o;
partial field of view factor ¼ 0.9; receiver bandwidth ¼
±31.25 kHz; acquisition matrix ¼ 350  224; number of
excitations ¼ 1; field of view ¼ 240  240 mm2; slice
thickness ¼ 0.9 mm; 216 slices in sagittal plane; voxel
resolution ¼ 1.07  0.90  0.69 mm3.
Acquired structural brain images were preprocessed and
analyzed using the toolbox VBM8 (http://dbm.neuro.
uni-jena.de/vbm/) implemented in SPM8 (FIL, London, UK).
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Table 1 Demographic and clinical details of heroin users and healthy controls

Heroin users (n ¼ 33)

Age (years)
Body mass index
Years of educationa
Estimated intelligence (RPM)b
HADS anxiety
HADS depression
Smokers
Cigarette per dayc
Drinkers
Drink per dayc
Duration of previous heroin use (months)
Duration of abstinence (months)
Route of administration

Controls (n ¼ 30)

Statistics

Mean

s.d.

Mean

s.d.

T

P-value

35.1
22.1
8.5
43.5
14.4
14.1
33/33
18.5
24/33
2.7
67.0
12.1
26 Injection
4 Smoke
3 Oral

4.0
2.0
1.8
7.6
3.5
2.5

33.1
23.3
11.5
46.2
5.5
4.0
8/30
1.6
3/30
2.3

9.9
3.1
2.9
8.8
3.3
3.0

 1.05
1.75
5.02
1.32
 10.4
 14.5

NS
NS
o0.001
NS
o0.001
o0.001

4.8
1.8
65.2
9.8

3.5
1.2

Abbreviations: HADS ¼ Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, NS ¼ nonsignificant, P ¼ associated P-value, RPM ¼ Raven progressive matrices, t ¼ t-statistics.
All participants were males and right-handed.
a
Starting from primary school and excluding latest incomplete year. bBased on raw score with maximum of 60. cCalculated as the mean from those who smoke/drink.

Specifically, each image was reoriented to match that of the
template by manually locating the anterior commissure as the
point of origin. The East Asian template was used for affine
registration. Thorough cleanup was used to optimize the
removal of non-brain tissues. The images were segmented
into three tissue types: gray matter (GM), white matter (WM)
and cerebrospinal fluid. High-dimensional DARTEL45 was
used for spatial normalization, as it is an optimal approach for
whole-brain alignment and particularly sensitive for examining
small brain structures, including deep brain nuclei.46 Images
were modulated with Jacobian determinants to allow for the
testing of effects at the local level, having adjusted for
individual differences in global brain size. Normalized,
unsegmented images were visually inspected for gross
artifacts resulting from normalization. In addition, to identify
potential outliers, covariance for both normalized GM and WM
segments were checked for sample homogeneity. Finally,
both the GM and WM segments were smoothed with an 8-mm
full-width half-maximum Gaussian kernel.
Analysis of GM and WM segments were carried out
independently. To characterize group differences in the
association between brain structure and telomerase activity,
whole-brain interaction analyses were carried out. The factor
of group was tested for its interaction with telomerase activity.
The resulting contrasts showed brain regions where the
association between GM/WM volume and telomerase activity
was significantly different between the heroin and the control
groups. For each significant brain cluster, the average GM/
WM volume values were derived and included in correlation
analyses to test for the relationship with telomerase activity,
separately for each group. This aimed to establish the
direction of each significant interaction effect.
The statistical analyses were carried out with years of
education and HADS scores as covariates. The resulting
analyses, therefore, revealed effects between groups that
were matched in sex, age, body mass index and estimated
intelligence quotient, and adjusted for education and affective
status. Absolute threshold masking of o0.1 was used. The

statistical analyses were thresholded at Po0.001, corrected
for cluster size extent using AlphaSim. AlphaSim correction
involves running a Monte Carlo simulation that determines the
minimum size of clusters, given a particular threshold,
required to maintain corrected experiment-wise error rate at
the canonical level (P ¼ 0.05). Based on imaging parameters
of this study, the results from 10 000 iterations revealed that
the minimum number of voxels required in a cluster in order to
prevent inflation of type 1 errors were 156 and 147,
respectively, for GM and WM.
Functional MRI preprocessing and analysis. Resting
state functional MRI data were acquired while subjects’ eyes
were closed but they remained awake for 6 min inside the
same MRI machine as the structural MRI. Functional MRI
images were acquired with a T2*-weighted echo-planar
imaging sequence. The parameters used are as follow:
repetition time ¼ 2000 ms; echo time ¼ 30 ms; flip angle ¼ 90o;
acquisition matrix ¼ 64  64; number of excitation ¼ 1; field of
view ¼ 22 cm; phase field of view ¼ 1; slice thickness ¼ 3 mm;
36 slices in axial plane; slice gap ¼ 0.6 mm; voxel size ¼ 3.44
 3.44  3.60 mm3. Acquired functional brain images were
preprocessed and analyzed using the toolboxes DPARSF,47
REST48 and SPM8.
Resting state functional images were preprocessed using
SPM8 and DPARSF. For each participant, the first 10
volumes were discarded to avoid interference stemming from
instable signals and inability of participants to adapt during the
initial stage of scanning. The preserved images were first
corrected for the acquisition time difference among multiple
slices within an image and spatially realigned to the first
volume in the whole session for participant’s head motion.
Functional images were co-registered to each individual’s
high-resolution T1 image and normalized to the Montreal
Neurological Institute template in resolution of 3  3  3 mm3
by unified segmentation. Normalized images were spatially
smoothed with a 6-mm full-width half-maximum Gaussian
kernel. Then, using the REST toolkit, images were band-pass
Translational Psychiatry
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filtered (at 0.01–0.08 Hz) and had their linear trend removed
and nuisance variables regressed. Nuisance variables
included six head motion parameters and mean signals of
the whole brain (that is, global trend), WM and cerebrospinal
fluid. For each subject, the neural activity of the seed region
was computed as the mean time series of all voxels within the
region-of-interest mask. Functional connectivity between
the mean time series in the seed region and all the voxels in
the brain was then calculated by Pearson correlations. The
correlation R values were transformed into Fisher’s Z scores
in each voxel of the brain.
The seed-based correlation method was employed to
examine the functional connectivity during rest. The seed
region was chosen based on the significant group-bytelomerase activity interaction on the GM volume in the
previous structural MRI analysis (that is, the right dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)). The Z-images representing the
standardized functional connectivity were entered into the
same second-level whole-brain interaction analyses to
characterize group differences in the association between
functional connectivity with DLPFC and telomerase activity.
The factor of group was tested for its interaction with
telomerase activity. For each significant brain cluster, the
average Z values were derived and included in further
correlation analyses to establish the directions of these
interactions. Similar to the structural MRI analyses, years of
education and HADS scores were included as covariates in
the functional MRI analyses. The statistical analyses were
thresholded at Po0.005 and cluster extent of 26 voxels
(AlphaSim corrected Po0.05).
Behavioral measures and analysis. To establish the
behavioral relevance for each of the above significant
functional brain cluster, the average Z values for the heroin
users were correlated (Pearson correlation) with their
performance on six behavioral tasks that are well established
to measure the following cognitive domains: executive
functioning, attentional control, sustained attention, working
memory, learning and memory, and visuospatial processing.
Executive functioning was measured using a computerized,
128-card version of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST).
This task required participants to derive the implicit rules,
based on feedback from previous trials, in order to correctly
sort cards according to the color, shape or number of stimuli
on each card. Dependent measures were the number of
correct trials, percentage of perseverative response, percentage of perseverative error and percentage of nonperseverative error.49
Attentional control was measured using a computerized
task based on the classic Eriksen and Eriksen flankers task.50
In this task, participants were instructed to press the
corresponding keys as quickly as possible in response to
the central arrow while ignoring the two distracting flanker
arrows at either side of the central arrow. There were 60 trials
for each of the congruent (distracters compatible with central
target) and incongruent (distracters incompatible with central
target) condition. Dependent measures were rate of accuracy
and reaction time for each condition.
Sustained attention was measured using the computerized
Conners’ Continuous Performance Test II, which consisted of
Translational Psychiatry

120 trials in which participants were required to remain continuous vigilance in order to correctly press a button in response
to targets (alphabetical letters), with the exception of nontargets, which were relatively rare. Dependent measures were
number of omission errors, number of commission errors,
reaction time, standard error of reaction time, d0 , and b.51
Working memory was measured using a computerized, 2back version of the n-back test.52 In this test, participants were
required to manipulate and update information in working
memory in order to correctly indicate whether the current
stimulus (an Arabic number) was identical to the stimulus in
the second preceding trial. There were 100 trials in total.
Dependent measures were overall accuracy and reaction
time.
Learning and memory was measured using a computerized, visuospatial version of the paired-associate learning test
(PAL).53 In this test, participants were first instructed to learn
the location of different visual figures shown sequentially on
the computer screen and then asked to recall each of the
figure’s correct location. If the location of each figure was not
recalled correctly, the participant was instructed to try again
until the participant achieved perfect recall or until the
maximum of 10 trials was reached. There were five sets of
blocks: one with three figures, two with five figures and two
with eight figures. Dependent measures for the PAL were total
number of trials attempted (a higher number reflects poorer
performance) and overall accuracy.
Visuospatial processing was measured using Benton’s
Judgment of Line Orientation test, H-form.54 This test
assesses visuospatial ability by asking participants to decide
which of the response choice lines corresponded to the two
stimulus lines according to their orientations. There was 30
items on this test. The dependent measure was the total
number of correct responses.
Results
Telomerase
activity. An
independent-groups
t-test
revealed that the heroin users had significantly lower
telomerase activity (mean ¼ 0.21, s.d. ¼ 0.15) relative to the
healthy controls (mean ¼ 1.78, s.d. ¼ 1.29; 88% reduction of
telomerase activity in heroin users; t(61) ¼ 6.96, Po0.001;
confidence interval ¼ 1.12–2.02).
Brain structural analyses: interaction between group
and telomerase activity. Interaction analyses revealed
clusters where the association between GM/WM volume
and telomerase activity significantly differed between the
heroin users and the matched healthy controls (Table 2).
First, in terms of the association between GM and
telomerase activity, a cluster within the right middle frontal
gyrus, part of the DLPFC, was more positively associated
with telomerase activity for the heroin users, relative to the
healthy controls (Figure 1a). Correlation analyses revealed
that within the heroin group, lower telomerase activity was
associated with lower amounts of DLPFC GM (r ¼ 0.53,
P ¼ 0.001). For the healthy controls, telomerase activity was
not associated with the amount of GM in this region
(r ¼  0.26, P40.05; Figure 1b). Corroboratively, a cluster
of WM in a nearby brain region of right DLPFC also revealed
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a significant interaction between group and telomerase
activity (Figure 1a). Again, for the heroin group, there was
a positive correlation between the amount of WM and
telomerase activity (r ¼ 0.53, P ¼ 0.001). On the other hand,
for healthy controls, there was no correlation between WM in
the same cluster and telomerase activity (r ¼  0.06,
P40.05; Figure 1b).
Brain connectivity analyses: interaction between group
and telomerase activity. Having identified the right DLPFC
as the location where its structural integrity was compromised by heroin abuse and low telomerase activity, we next
sought to characterize the functional connectivity of this
region during resting state. An interaction analysis was used
Table 2 Whole-brain structural analyses revealing interactions between group
(heroin users and controls) and telomerase activity

Anatomical region

Laterality x

y

Number Peak
z of voxels t-value

Association between telomerase activity and GM
Controls4heroin users
No suprathreshold
– – –
cluster
Heroin users4controls
Middle frontal gyrus
R
36 12 51
(DLPFC)
Association between telomerase activity and WM
Controls4heroin users
No suprathreshold
– – –
cluster
Heroin users4controls
DLPFC
R
29  6 43

–

–

184

3.93

–

–

201

3.62

Abbreviations: DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; GM, grey matter; L, left;
R, right; WM, white matter.
Years of education and Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale scores were
included as covariates of no interest. The statistical threshold was set at
Po0.001, corrected for cluster-size extent with a minimum of 156 (GM) or 147
(WM) voxels within a cluster in order to be classified as significant (AlphaSim
corrected Po0.05). Coordinates are in Montreal Neurological Institute space.

to test for brain regions where the association between
telomerase activity and functional connectivity with the right
DLPFC significantly differed between the heroin users and
the healthy controls (Table 3).
In the contrast that revealed brain regions where the slope
between telomerase activity and functional connectivity with
DLPFC was significantly more positive for the control group
compared with the heroin group, four brain regions were
identified (Figure 2). First, a region in the left medial
orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) was found to be negatively
correlated with telomerase activity within the heroin group
(r ¼  0.54, P ¼ 0.001), but not correlated within the control
group (r ¼ 0.16, P40.05). Specifically, for heroin users there
was a negative coupling between DLPFC and OFC and this
coupling decreased in proportion to decrease in telomerase
activity. Second, a region corresponding to the right entorhinal
cortex (EC), part of the MTL, was found to correlate negatively
with telomerase activity within the heroin group (r ¼  0.59,
Po0.001) but positively within the control group (r ¼ 0.42,
Po0.05). Similar to the OFC, for heroin users, there was a
negative coupling between the DLPFC and the EC, but this
coupling diminished as telomerase activity decreased. Third,
the right superior occipitoparietal cortex (OP) was negatively
correlated with telomerase activity within the heroin group
(r ¼  0.59, P ¼ 0.001) but not within the control group
(r ¼ 0.041, P40.05). For heroin users, the DLPFC-OP
coupling shifted from negative to positive coupling as
telomerase activity decreased, whereas the coupling was
positive and stable for the healthy controls. Fourth, the
bilateral anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) was negatively
correlated with telomerase activity within the heroin group
(r ¼  0.58, Po0.001) but not within the control group
(r ¼ 0.29, P40.05). For heroin users, the DLPFC and ACC
were negatively coupled, but this coupling diminished as
telomerase activity decreased.
In the reverse contrast that revealed brain regions where
the association between telomerase activity and functional

Figure 1 Volumetric analyses revealing brain regions with significant interaction between group and telomerase activity, and the corresponding scatter plots that depict
correlations within each group. (a) The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) GM cluster (depicted in violet) and WM cluster (depicted in green) that showed significant
interactions between group and telomerase activity are shown in sagittal (top panel) and coronal (bottom panel) slices. The left side of the brain is shown on the left. The
template brain image is the bias-corrected average image from all participants. Coordinates are in MNI space. (b) Scatter plots showing significant positive correlation between
telomerase activity and both clusters in the DLPFC for heroin users (left panel) and nonsignificant (ns) correlation between telomerase activity and both clusters in the DLPFC
for the healthy controls (right panel). GM, gray matter; WM, white matter; r ¼ Pearson’s correlation coefficient, P ¼ associated P-value.
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connectivity with DLPFC was more positive for the heroin
users compared with the controls, a cluster in the right
superior temporal gyrus (STG) was identified (Figure 2). The
Table 3 Whole-brain connectivity analyses revealing interactions between
group (heroin users and controls) and telomerase activity

Anatomical region

Laterality

Controls4heroin users
Medial orbitofronL
tal cortex
Entorhinal cortex
L
Superior occipitoR
parietal cortex
Anterior cingulate
cortex

B

x

y

 12

36  21

34

4.10

 18
30

9  27
-81
48

27
38

3.85
3.48

42

3.11
3.28

21  84
3
27
0

Heroin users4controls
Superior temR
poral gyrus

Number Peak
of voxels t-value

z

48
18

27

30

57  27

9

9

3

63

2.99
135

4.47
3.12

Abbreviations: B, bilateral; L, left; R, right.
The seed region was chosen as the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex gray
matter cluster identified from the structural brain analyses. Years of education
and Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale scores were included as covariates
of no interest. The statistical threshold was set at Po0.005, with a minimum of
26 voxels within a cluster in order to be classified as significant (AlphaSim
corrected Po0.05). Coordinates are in Montreal Neurological Institute space.

functional connectivity of this cluster with DLPFC was
positively correlated with telomerase activity within the heroin
group (r ¼ 0.59, Po0.001) but not correlated within the control
group (r ¼ 0.17, P40.05). For heroin users, there was a shift
from positive to negative coupling between the DLPFC and
the ACC as telomerase activity decreased.
Supplementary analysis: alcohol and cigarette
consumption. In order to explore whether the observed
interaction effects between group and telomerase activity
were driven by the heroin users being heavier consumers of
cigarettes and alcohol, we correlated the number of cigarette
and the amount of alcohol consumed each day with the
volume amount or connectivity strength of clusters identified
from the above interaction analyses. Results revealed that
none of the identified cluster correlated with cigarette or
alcohol consumption (all P40.05). This suggests that the
group difference in the association between telomerase
activity and brain structure or functional connectivity could
not have been driven by the group difference in cigarette and
alcohol use.
Correlation between brain signals and behavioral
performance. Supplementary Table 1 presents summary
statistics for each of the six behavioral tasks, which
measured the following cognitive domains: executive
functioning (WCST), attentional control (flankers task),

Figure 2 Connectivity analyses (with the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) as the seed region) revealing brain regions with significant interaction between group
and telomerase activity, and the corresponding scatter plots that depict correlations within each group. (a) The medial OFC, EC, OP, ACC and STG showed significant
interactions between group and telomerase activity. The left side of the brain is shown on the left. The template brain image is the bias-corrected average image from all
participants. Coordinates are in MNI space. (b) Scatter plots showing significant negative correlations between telomerase activity and OFC/EC/OP/ACC, positive correlation
between telomerase activity and STG for the heroin users (left panel), positive correlation between telomerase activity and EC, and nonsignificant (ns) correlation between
telomerase activity and OFC/OP/ACC/STG for the healthy controls (right panel). Individual points are not presented for reason of clarity. GM, gray matter; WM,white matter;
r ¼ Pearson’s correlation coefficient, P ¼ associated P-value.
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sustained attention (Continuous Performance Test), working
memory (n-back task), learning and memory (PAL) and
visuospatial processing (Judgment of Line Orientation test).
We correlated the heroin users’ behavioral performance with
functional brain index in order to establish the behavioral
relevance for each significant brain region (Table 4). Results
revealed that the DLPFC-OFC connectivity correlated with
the WCST (number of correct trials: r ¼ 0.41, Po0.05). The
DLPFC-EC connectivity correlated with the WCST (number
of correct trials: r ¼ 0.44, P ¼ 0.01; nonperseverative errors:
r ¼  0.43, Po0.05), n-back test (accuracy: r ¼ 0.44,
Po0.05) and PAL test (trials attempted: r ¼  0.54,
P ¼ 0.001; accuracy: r ¼ 0.46, Po0.01). The DLPFC-OP
connectivity correlated with the flankers task (incongruent
condition accuracy: r ¼  0.51, Po0.01), which also correlated with the DLPFC-ACC connectivity (congruent condition
accuracy: r ¼ 0.40, Po0.05; congruent condition reaction
time: r ¼  0.49, P ¼ 0.01; incongruent condition reaction
time: r ¼  0.41, Po0.05). Last, the DLPFC-STG connectivity did not correlate with any behavioral tasks.

Table 4 Pearson correlation coefficients between heroin users’ behavioral
performance and functional connectivity of the DLPFC

Functional connectivity between DLPFC and

WCST
Number of correct
trials
Perseverative
response (%)
Perseverative
error (%)
Nonperseverative
error (%)

OFC

EC

ACC

OP

STG

0.41**

0.44**

0.25

0.10

 0.10

 0.31

 0.20

 0.27

0.079

0.038

 0.32

 0.25

 0.28

0.047

0.06

 0.069  0.43*  0.096  0.064  0.098

Flankers
Accuracy
 0.15
0.25
0.40*  0.001  0.018
congruent (%)
Accuracy
0.077 0.074  0.046  0.51** 0.038
incongruent (%)
RT congruent (ms)
 0.072  0.22  0.49**  0.069  0.17
RT incongruent (ms)  0.21  0.34  0.41*  0.077  0.082
CPT
Omission errors
Commission errors
RT (ms)
RT standard error
d0
b
n-Back
Accuracy (%)
RT (ms)
PAL
Trials attempted
Accuracy (%)
JOLO
Correct responses

 0.048  0.036 0.22
0.16
0.17
0.19
0.003 0.006 0.10
0.17
0.11
0.28
 0.25  0.016  0.10
 0.12  0.17  0.05
0.11
0.18

0.44*  0.16
0.19  0.27

 0.11  0.54**  0.28
0.083 0.46** 0.12
0.092

0.20

 0.12

0.16
 0.031
 0.039
0.10
 0.061
0.23

 0.21
 0.28
 0.049
 0.18
0.28
 0.049

 0.23
 0.28

 0.022
0.13

 0.011 0.33
 0.16  0.11
 0.055  0.022

Abbreviations: ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; CPT, Continuous Performance
Test; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; EC, entorhinal cortex; JOLO,
Judgment of Line Orientation; OFC, medial orbitofrontal cortex; OP, superior
occipitoparietal cortex; PAL, paired-associate learning test; RT, reaction time;
STG, superior temporal gyrus; WCST, Wisconsin Card Sorting Test.
*Po0.05, **Po0.01.

Discussion
This study aimed to investigate the relationship between
heroin use and aging, specifically we examined whether
heroin abuse is associated with a deficiency in telomerase
activity, and whether such deficiency would interact with
heroin use to impact brain systems and functions implicated in
aging. Four main results emerged: (1) long-term heroin users
had significantly lower telomerase activity, which is an index of
cellular aging; (2) low telomerase activity in the heroin users
was associated with compromised structural integrity of the
right DLPFC; (3) low telomerase activity in the heroin users
was associated with an altered pattern of functional connectivity between the right DLPFC and brain regions
implicated in heroin abuse and aging; and (4) functional brain
regions found to interact with heroin abuse and aging
correlated with behavioral performance that are consistent
with each of the brain regions’ cognitive domain, namely
executive functioning, memory and attentional control.
Heroin and telomerase: acceleration in cellular aging.
The observation that long-term heroin abuse is associated
with significantly lower telomerase activity suggests that
cellular aging may be accelerated in heroin users, consistent
with a previously established hypothesis.8 It is also consistent with studies that demonstrated a close-knit relationship
between telomerase activity and mental states known to
impact physical health. Specifically, acute and chronic
stress could elevate and alleviate telomerase activity,
respectively.14,15 Studies on psychiatric conditions reported
elevated telomerase activity in unmedicated patients with
depression16 and alleviated telomerase activity in an animal
model of schizophrenia.17 It was also reported that mentally
enhancing activities, such as meditation, could elevate
telomerase activity.18 Although these studies seemingly
disagreed about whether a pathological state increases or
decreases activity levels of telomerase, they need not be
incompatible with each other. It is possible that decreased
telomerase activity reflects both pathological (reduced cell
protection) and beneficial (reduced need to protect) processes. Owing to heroin’s deleterious impact on immunologically related biomarkers,2 it is reasonable to assume that
the current observation of lowered telomerase activity in
heroin users fits into the pathological model in which heroin
abuse exacerbates cellular aging.
DLPFC structural alteration: aging at brain system
level. If lower telomerase activity in heroin users indeed
reflects accelerated aging, then heroin abuse and telomerase
activity should interact to impact brain systems related to both
heroin abuse and aging. Our observation that the heroin
users’ low telomerase activity was associated with greater
DLPFC atrophy was therefore consistent with this prediction.
The PFC is a key brain area implicated in the neuropathology
of drug addiction. In particular, DLPFC is the likely region that
mediates the link between substance abuse and impaired
higher-cognitive processes.55 Previous neuroimaging studies
reported both structural and functional deficits of DLPFC in
heroin abusers, especially in the context of cognitively
demanding tasks.37,56 In the context of aging, the DLPFC is
Translational Psychiatry
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one of the most consistently reported brain areas to show an
age-sensitive decline,20 which is related to the deterioration of
various cognitive functions.25 Furthermore, our finding that
the right, but not left, DLPFC is implicated in heroinassociated aging is compatible with the ‘right hemi-aging’
hypothesis, which suggests that the right lateral PFC is most
vulnerable to age-related decline.57 Therefore, the finding that
heroin abuse and telomerase activity interacted on the right
DLPFC provides us with an additional hint that heroin abuse
may accelerate biological aging, and such aging may extend
from the cellular to the brain system level.
Functional connectivity: the executive functioning,
memory and attentional control networks. Resting state
functional connectivity is a measure of the intrinsic, spontaneous functional organization of brain systems58 and is
reflective of neuronal metabolic processes.59 Functional
connectivity of five brain regions with the right DLPFC was
found to be abnormally associated with heroin abuse and
telomerase activity. In line with the observed behavioral
correlates of these regions, they could be broadly divided into
three networks in conjunction with the DLPFC: the executive
functioning network (OFC), the memory network (EC) and
the attentional control network (ACC and OP).
Interaction between the DLPFC and the OFC has been
implicated in executive functions and decision-making processes.60 One key theory of decision making posits that the
DLPFC mediates ‘cold’ cognition, which acts as an executive
control over the emotive ‘hot’ cognition of the OFC.61 It has
been proposed that the breakdown in the DLPFC-OFC
balance underlies the irresistible urge that leads to compulsive
drug taking.55 In the context of heroin abuse, we have
previously presented evidence that support this neurocognitive disease model. Specifically, it was found that heroin
abusers were characterized by deficits in impulse control,62,63
which forms a vital component of executive functioning.64 A
recent study provides additional support for the DLPFC-OFC
imbalance proposal by showing reduced resting-state functional connectivity between these brain regions in heroin
abusers.65 The present finding indicates that for the heroin
users, there was a negative coupling between the DLPFC and
the OFC (which correlated with the performance on executive
functioning), but such coupling diminished as telomerase
activity decreased. This suggests that a greater acceleration
of the cellular aging process in the heroin users was
associated with more severe atrophy in the DLPFC-OFC
functional connectivity. This interpretation is consistent with
both the prefrontal theories of drug addiction55 and the aging
literature, which has demonstrated that aging can have a
detrimental impact on OFC functions, including reward-based
decision-making66 and learning reversal.67
The EC, part of the MTL, was also negatively coupled with
the DLPFC in the heroin users, and this negative coupling also
diminished as telomerase activity decreased. The DLPFC-EC
coupling correlated with performance on executive functioning, suggesting that the connection between these regions
form part of the executive functioning network. The DLPFCEC coupling also correlated with two behavioral tasks related
to memory: the n-back task (working memory) and the PAL
task (learning and memory). This finding supports our view
Translational Psychiatry

that the abnormal DLPFC-EC functional connectivity in heroin
users also mediates a memory network. There seems to be an
intricate relationship between memory and addiction processes at both cellular and brain system levels.38,68,69 In
relation to prefrontal functioning, it has been suggested that
the failure in prefrontal control mechanisms prevents successful suppression of drug-related memory, which triggers
addiction processes such as relapse.38 The present observation that EC, but not the hippocampus proper, is related to
heroin abuse and aging is an interesting finding. Despite
prominent atrophy to the hippocampus as a function of
increasing age, the EC is relatively resistant to damage from
healthy aging.70 Importantly, the EC seems particularly
implicated in age-related diseases, such as dementia. It has
been shown that the extent of EC atrophy is predictive of
future progression from the healthy to disease state.71–73 The
present EC finding therefore suggests that low telomerase
activity in heroin users is also involved in triggering mechanisms that prelude age-related diseases, rather than plain
acceleration of healthy aging.
Heroin abuse and low telomerase activity was also related
to the functional connectivity between the DLPFC and three
other brain regions, namely, the superior OP, the ACC and the
STG. Two of these brain regions, the OP and the ACC, are
part of the several regions implicated in attention and
cognitive control processes.74 The observation that both the
DLPFC-OP and the DLPFC-ACC couplings correlated with
the performance on the flanker task supported our view that
these regions mediate an attentional control network. The
attentional control system in heroin abusers (and addiction in
general) is known to characterize a bias such that an
abnormally large attentional focus is put on drug-related
stimuli.75 A recent functional connectivity study on cannabis
abuse reported converging evidence of an abnormal connectivity pattern between the PFC and the OP in relation to
attentional processes.76 Likewise, deficit in attentional control
and related neural circuitry is characteristic of aging.77,78 It is
therefore not a surprise that the attentional system was
affected by both heroin abuse and low telomerase activity.
Last, the DLPFC-STG functional connectivity was not found to
relate to any of the behavioral measures included in this study.
An explanation for this observation is that the DLPFC-STG
coupling denotes a function that was not part of our primary
interest (for instance, auditory processing, which is a known
key function of the STG).
Limitations and future directions. The present study
consists of several limitations that must be taken into
consideration. First, the correlative nature of this study
prevents an inference on cause and effect. Although the
present findings suggest that heroin abuse may accelerate
biological aging, prospective studies are needed to establish
the causative mechanisms that mediate heroin abuse and
biological aging. Second, telomerase activity was measured
via peripheral blood rather than directly from the brain where
system level measures were derived and examined with
telomerase. Despite the existence of telomerase in neural
progenitor cells of the brain,79 to measure it in vivo is not yet
feasible. For this reason, we used peripheral telomerase
activity as a solution for measuring cellular aging. Moreover,
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future studies should adopt a multi-aging molecular biomarker approach to further elucidate the relationship between
heroin abuse and aging. Third, only male participants were
recruited as female abusers of heroin are less prevalent to
their male counterparts. Finally, it is important to test whether
the present findings are specific to heroin use or a general
pattern observable in people who abuse other substances.
Previously documented effects of heroin on age-related
immunological biomarkers led us to investigate heroin
addiction in the present study. However, a recent study
provides important evidence that cocaine abuse could also
accelerate aging at the brain system level.80
Conclusion
Based on a novel integration of peripheral molecular and brain
system measures, the present study presents evidence that
the long-term heroin abuse is associated with an acceleration
of both cellular and brain system aging. Specifically, heroin
users were characterized by significantly lower telomerase
activity, which interacted with heroin use to impact age-related
brain systems and functions. These findings constitutes a
significant contribution to our understanding of how heroin
abuse influences the brain and body, and lays an important
foundation for studies that seek to further characterize the
mechanisms that mediate substance abuse and biological
aging. Understanding such mechanisms raises the possibility
of reversing the detrimental effects of drug addiction, and
ultimately enriches past abusers with a greater potential to
endeavor in life.
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